We propose a novel formulation to solve the problem of intra-voxel reconstruction of the fibre orientation distribution function (FOD) in each voxel of the white matter of the brain from diffusion MRI data. The majority of the state-of-the-art methods in the field perform the reconstruction on a voxel-by-voxel level, promoting sparsity of the orientation distribution. Recent methods have proposed a global denoising of the diffusion data using spatial information prior to reconstruction, while others promote spatial regularisation through an additional empirical prior on the diffusion image at each qspace point. Our approach reconciles voxelwise sparsity and spatial regularisation and defines a spatially structured FOD sparsity prior, where the structure originates from the spatial coherence of the fibre orientation between neighbour voxels. The method is shown, through both simulated and real data, to enable accurate FOD reconstruction from a much lower number of q-space samples than the state of the art, typically 15 samples, even for quite adverse noise conditions.
Introduction
The challenge in diffusion MRI is to infer features of the local tissue anatomy, composition and microstructure from water displacement measurements. Water diffusion in living tissues is highly affected by its cellular organization (Beaulieu, 2002) . In particular, water does not diffuse equally in all directions in a highly ordered organ such as the brain and this property can be exploited to study the structural neural connectivity in a non-invasive way. The estimation of fibre connectivity patterns in vivo represents a major goal in neuroscience but also in a clinical perspective, with applications for diagnosis of stroke, schizophrenia or Parkinson's disease. In order to reconstruct entire fibre pathways and hence brain connections, tractography algorithms nowadays 10 rely on the orientations of maximal water diffusion in each voxel. Thus, an accurate reconstruction of the local fibre populations is crucial to ensure good performance of fibre-tracking.
A great variety of approaches have been proposed to tackle the problem of intravoxel fibre orientation estimation. Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) (Basser et al., 1994) 15 is one of the simplest and fastest reconstruction techniques since it only requires sampling 6 points of the q-space. However, it is by construction unable to model multiple fibre populations within a voxel and thus it is not valid in regions with crossings. Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI) (Wedeen et al., 2005) , on the other hand, is a model-free imaging technique known to provide good imaging quality. Yet, it requires strong 20 magnetic field gradients and long acquisition times, needing typically 256 samples for a good reconstruction. As a consequence, it generally becomes too time-consuming to be of real interest in a clinical perspective. Accelerated acquisitions, relying on as few sampling points as possible while still sensitive to fibre crossings represent thus a major goal in the field.
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In the last years, spherical deconvolution (SD) methods (Tournier et al., 2004; Alexander, 2005; Tournier et al., 2007) have become very popular in the framework of local reconstruction since they can recover the fibre configuration with a relatively small number of points, typically from 30 up to 60. They consider that both anisotropy and magnitude of water diffusion in white matter (WM) are constant in the whole 30 volume. Under this assumption, SD methods acknowledge the fact that the diffusion signal can be expressed as the convolution of a response function, or kernel, with the fibre orientation distribution function (FOD). The FOD is a real-valued function on the unit sphere that indicates the orientation and the volume fraction of the fibre populations in a voxel. The Constrained Spherical Deconvolution approach of Tournier et al. 35 (2004 Tournier et al. 35 ( , 2007 represents the first attempt to solve the ill-posed SD problem. It applies Tikhonov regularisation, introducing a constraint on the 2 norm of the FOD, specially to ensure its positivity. Apart from the aforementioned work, most of the state-of-theart methods to solve SD problems promote sparse regularisation based on 1 minimisation (Jian and Vermuri, 2007; Ramirez-Manzanares et al., 2007; Mani et al., 2014), 40 where the 1 norm is defined, for any real vector, as the sum of the absolute value of its coefficients. Yet, Daducci et al. (2014b) acknowledge in recent work that 1 minimisation is formally inconsistent with the fact that the volume fraction sum up to unity, and demonstrate the superiority of 0 -norm minimisation. All these local reconstruction methods solve the FOD recovery problem for each voxel independently and thus, do 45 not exploit the spatial coherence of the fibre tracts in the brain. A number of approaches have addressed this shortcoming by formulating the problem globally (simultaneously for all voxels) to be able to exploit the correlation between the different volumes. Some of them decouple the problem and propose a global denoising of the diffusion data prior to reconstruction (Tristán-Vega and Aja-Fernández, 2010; Wiest-Daessl et al., 2008) .
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Another group of methods present a joint scheme for reconstruction and spatial regularisation on the diffusion images at each q-space point. For instance, propose a variational formulation to jointly estimate and regularise DTI to account for the effect of Rician noise in low SNR regimes, while Mani et al. (2014); Michailovich et al. (2011) use the standard state-of-the-art minimisation of the total variation (TV) 55 semi-norm (Rudin et al., 1992) of the diffusion images.
In this paper, we propose a formulation that solves the fibre configuration of all voxels of interest simultaneously and imposes spatial regularisation directly on the fibre space. This reconstruction allows us to exploit information from the neighbouring voxels that cannot be taken into account by the existing state-of-the-art methods that 60 approach fibre reconstruction independently in each voxel. The natural smoothness of the anatomical fibre tracts through the brain can be translated in a certain spatial coherence of the FOD in neighbouring voxels. Accordingly, in the aim of recovering the global FOD field in all voxels, the present work leverages a reweighted 1 -minimisation scheme to promote a spatially structured sparsity prior imposing spatial coherence.
While the spatial regularisation schemes proposed by ; Mani et al. (2014) ; Michailovich et al. (2011) enforce sparsity of the images at each q-space point, our spatial regularisation relates to the fundamental coherence between fibre directions -the FOD -in neighbour voxels, thus adding anatomically driven constraints. Our code is available at https://github.com/basp-group/co-dmri and it is distributed open-source.
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Materials and methods
dMRI framework for recovery of FOD via spherical deconvolution
In the SD framework, the intra-voxel structure estimation can be expressed through the FOD recovery problem in terms of the following linear formulation:
where x ∈ R n + stands for the FOD, y ∈ R m + is the vector of measurements, Φ is the linear measurement operator and η is the acquisition noise. The reader can refer to Jian and Vermuri (2007) for a more detailed overview on SD methods and the formal 75 equations describing the relationship between the FOD and the diffusion signal. We consider a dictionary Φ that spans a set of the Diffusion Basis Functions introduced by Ramirez-Manzanares et al. (2007) . Each of these basis functions is generated by applying a different rotation to a kernel, which corresponds to the diffusion signal response to a single fibre. The set of available orientations represents a discretisation 80 of half of the unit sphere (S 2 ), assuming antipodal symmetry in diffusion signal. The diffusion signal can then be expressed as a linear combination of these basis functions, also referred to as the atoms of our dictionary Φ.
Prior constraints are essential to regularise a deconvolution problem like (1) in order to find a unique solution from an originally ill-posed problem. In the framework of the 85 recently developed theory of compressed sensing (CS) (Donoho, 2006; Candès et al., 2006 ) sparsity priors are commonly used as regularisers to recover a signal from a set of undersampled measurements. In formulation (1) the sparsity can directly be inferred from the small number of fibre directions of interest, in correspondence with the FOD coefficients. In this paper, the method proposed by Daducci et al. (2014b) is taken as 90 the state-of-the-art algorithm in the framework of SD local methods for FOD recovery.
For the sake of completeness of this work, it is described in detail hereafter. Daducci et al. (2014b) propose to resort explicitly to the non-convex 0 prior to solve for the FOD rather than to its convex 1 relaxation. A convex optimisation problem for FOD reconstruction can be defined through a constrained formulation between adequate sparsity prior and data, also making use of a reweighted sparse deconvolution.
The proposed minimisation problem reads as:
In (2), || · || 0 represents the 0 norm (number of non-zero coefficients) and k acts as a bound on the expected number of fibre populations in a voxel. Since the 0 norm is non-convex, a reweighted 1 -minimisation scheme (Candès et al., 2008 ) is used in order to approach 0 minimisation by a sequence of convex weighted-1 problems of the form:
In (3), the 0 norm has been substituted by a weighted-1 norm defined as x|| w,1 = i w i |x i |. The algorithm alternates between estimating the solution at iteration t, x (t) , and redefining the weights essentially as the inverse of the values of the solution at the 95 previous iteration w
i . The use of these weights allows the algorithm to iteratively better estimate the non-zero locations and induces that, at convergence, the weighted-1 norm mimics the 0 norm. Hence, formulation (2) promotes sparsity through a sequence of problems (3). In the rest of the manuscript we will refer to this voxel-by-voxel method based on 2 and 0 priors as L2L0.
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In the next subsection we describe an algorithm, inspired by L2L0, that exploits the anatomical coherence of the fibre tracts of the brain by promoting a structured sparsity prior on the FOD field. We show evidence that taking into account neighbouring information through an appropriate prior directly on the object of interest improves significantly the results in comparison with solving for all voxels independently or using 105 indirect spatial regularisation schemes.
Spatial regularisation through structured sparsity
In the aim of exploiting the spatial coherence of the fibres in the brain when recovering the local fibre configuration, we formulate a problem to solve the ensemble FOD field for all voxels simultaneously. To emphasize the fact that the minimisation problem (2) is formulated separately for each voxel of the brain, we can rewrite it using the following notation:
where 
, as represented in Figure 3 . N denotes the total number of voxels we want to recover the fibre configuration from. The rows of ΦX represent the modelled diffusion images at each q-space point.
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In our proposed formulation, a global data term is minimised adding a sparsity constraint that simultaneously promotes spatial coherence of the solution. Inspired by formulation (3), we adopt a procedure that consists in solving a sequence of problems of the form:
where the matrix Y ∈ R m×N is formed by the concatenation of all N measurement column vectors:
The sensing matrix Φ is exactly the same as in (4) and · W,1 stands for a weighted 1 norm of a matrix defined as:
The following paragraphs are devoted to describe in detail the reweighting scheme and define the weighting matrix W.
In a reweighted-1 scheme, large weights will progressively tend to discourage nonzero entries whereas small weights will promote nonzero entries in the solution.
The weighting matrix W has the same dimension as X and each of its entries acts as a 120 weight for the corresponding entry of X. The weights should still represent the inverse value of the associated entry at the previous iteration, so as to lead to an 0 -norm prior at convergence. However, a strong spatial coherence prior can actually be promoted by adapting the computation of the weights as follows. Our definition of the weights is driven by the underlying anatomical assumption that fibre bundles in neighbouring 125 voxels should have very close orientations as the trajectories are smooth (schematically represented in Figure 1 ). In terms of the FOD, this premise implies that neighbour voxels should bear similar directions.
To translate this idea into a mathematical formulation of the weights we start by formally defining the concept of neighbourhood. Since each atom of the dictionary is shown in Figure 2 . For convenience, we define
, the neighbourhoods that include the central element. We then define the neighbourhood of an element X dv as the entries of X at the intersection of rows d and 140 all its neighbour directions, and columns v and all its neighbour voxels:
as it is schematically represented in Figure 3 .
At each iteration, every element of the weighting matrix W dv is set as the inverse of an average of the absolute values that X takes in the neighbourhood of X dv in the previous iteration: 
Consequently, at each iteration t, the weighting matrix W (t) represents a blurred version of the current estimation of the solution X (t)1 . In (7), we average over voxels,
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but sum over directions as all values in neighbour directions are interpreted as contributing to a single true local direction, in particular because the true direction does in general not coincide exactly to one of the discrete points of the sphere identifying our orientation dictionary. This helps to stabilise the regularisation and prevent the appearance of spurious peaks: fibre contributions are usually spread over a small angular 150 support while spurious peaks are associated with isolated directions. To avoid infinite values for null averages, we add a stability parameter τ in the definition of the weights.
We apply an homotopy strategy (Nocedal and Wright, 2006) and use a decreasing sequence {τ (t) } in such a way that τ (t) → 0 when t → ∞. In the absence of any spatial constraint, W (0) corresponds to the matrix of all 1s and thus, the weighted 1 norm is 155 the standard 1,1 norm of a matrix, X W,1 = X 1,1 .
The specific computation of the weights described in the former paragraphs encourages that neighbour voxels present the same or very close (neighbour) directions, imposing structured sparsity of the solution. Indeed, all entries corresponding to the neighbourhood of an element contribute to its weight. Therefore those orientations
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1 The values of the final solution are influenced by their weights, however they are not directly identified with them.
that are "supported" by the surrounding voxels are reinforced, since they will be given a small weight compared to isolated directions that are not coherent with their environment. At convergence, our definitions (6) and (7) thus implement a spatially coherent version of the matrix 0 norm, i.e. the sum of the 0 norms of its columns. This reweighting scheme promotes a regularisation that takes into account the true anatomy The main steps of the reweighting scheme are reported in algorithm 1; in the re-170 maining of the manuscript we will refer to it as L2L0 NW , in reference to the described neighbour weighted scheme. The reweighting process stops when the relative variation between successive solutions
2 is smaller than some bound or after the maximum number of iterations allowed is reached.
Implementation details 175
To generate the dictionary Φ in our experiments, we estimated two different Gaussian kernels that model the diffusion signal in the regions of the brain corresponding to Each weighted-1 problem of the form (5) is solved using Douglas-Rachford algorithm (Combettes and Pesquet, 2007) in the context of proximal splitting theory bettes and Pesquet, 2011). To set a meaningful bound K we have followed the criterion that at convergence the weighted-1 norm of a matrix, as defined in section 2.2, mimics the 0 norm -as in formulation (3) -. K is then heuristically fixed as K = 3N , as it represents a conservative bound on the total number of fibre orientations to be identified, computed as the number of voxels N times an average bound on the number 195 of fibre orientation per voxel. We initialise τ (0) as the variance of the solution after the first iteration X (0) and, in subsequent iterations, we update τ (t+1) = βτ (t) with β = 10 −1 . Ideally τ (t) should decrease to 0 but we heuristically fix a lower bound τ thr = 10 −7 , above which significant signal components could be identified. Experiments show that for a convergence bound ν = 10 −3 the reweighting process stops after 200 a relatively small number of iterations, typically 4 or 5. In our simulations, ν is set to 10 −3 and N max to 10.
To extract the final fibre directions from the solution to algorithm 1 in every voxel we perform a search for local maxima among all directions within a cone of 15 • around every direction. In this entire process, we disregard the directions with contributions
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(i.e. coefficients) smaller than 10% of the maxima in order to filter out spurious peaks.
Phantom data
We perform our experiments using the phantom data used for the HARDI reconstruction Challenge 2012 (Daducci et al., 2014a) . The public results in (Daducci et al., 2014a ) allow us to compare the performance of L2L0 NW with other methods using dif- all its trajectory. More details on its geometry can be found in Daducci et al. (2014a) .
The signal is contaminated with Rician noise (Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995) as follows: 
Real Data
One HARDI dataset was acquired at b = 3000 s/mm 2 using 256 directions uniformly distributed on half of the unit sphere (as described by Jones et al. (1999) ), TR/TE = 7000/108 ms and spatial resolution = 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm. To assess the 225 robustness of L2L0 NW to different under-sampling rates, the dataset has been retrospectively undersampled and three additional datasets have been created, consisting of only 30, 20 and 10 diffusion directions selected in order to be evenly spaced on half of the unit sphere using the tool subsetpoints which is available in the camino toolbox 2 . We will refer to these four data sets as hardi 256 , hardi 30 , hardi 20 and hardi 10 ,
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respectively. The actual SNR in the b = 0 images, computed as the ratio of the mean value in a region-of-interest placed in the WM and the standard deviation of the noise estimated in the background, was about 30.
2 www.camino.org.uk
To evaluate the reconstructions from the undersampled real datasets, the metrics described in subsection 2.6 are computed considering the fully-sampled hardi 256 as 235 the golden truth, as it is suggested by Yeh and Tseng (2013).
Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the quality of the reconstructions we have focussed on the performance of each method in both correctly assessing the number of fibre populations in each voxel and the angular accuracy in their orientation. In this work we adopted a set of 
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The angular accuracy is measured through the mean angular errorθ (in degrees) averaged over all true fibre directions, where the angular error associated with each true fibre is formally defined as: 
Experimental setup
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In the next section, we evaluate the quality of reconstructions using L2L0 NW , both for numerical simulations and tests on real data. Daducci et al. (2014b) showed that L2L0 outperforms other state-of-the-art local methods that recover the FOD in the framework of spherical deconvolution. Consequently, we have chosen it as a benchmark to compare L2L0 NW with respect to methods that perform voxel-by-voxel recon-260 struction of the fibre configuration. We had access to the original implementation by Daducci et al. (2014b) to run L2L0 reconstructions.
We also compare the performance of L2L0 NW , which jointly estimates the FOD and applies spatial regularisation, with respect to applying first a non-local denoising procedure and subsequently perform local reconstruction. We have chosen an adaptation We use a publicly available implementation of the Joint Anisotropic LMMSE filter 3 and subsequently apply L2L0 to reconstruct the FOD. We refer to this alternative as JAMMLSE+L2L0.
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In addition, taking the advantage of the public results of the HARDI reconstruction Challenge 2012 (Daducci et al., 2014a) , we can compare the performance of L2L0 NW with a representative collection of state-of-the-art methods for simulations on phantom data. In particular, we are able to establish a comparison with other methods using different spatial regularisation schemes -such as TV regularisation mentioned above -275 with no need for an explicit implementation of these methods.
Our optimisation code 4 was implemented in MATLAB and run on a standard 2.4
GHz Intel Xeon processor. The non-optimised version of the code is able to reconstruct a whole brain volume of 106 × 106 × 51 voxels within approximately 4 hours. 
Results and discussion
Phantom data
In this subsection we start comparing in detail the performance for L2L0 NW relative to L2L0 and JAMMLSE+L2L0 for the phantom data set described in subsec- a more detailed explanation of each reconstruction method, you can refer to (Daducci et al., 2014a) . Direct quantitative comparisons with all these standard state-of-the-art algorithms is not straightforward from the results, since every method was tested using different sampling schemes (different number of samples and distribution of points).
Yet, L2L0 NW can be positioned in the overall picture. In Figure 6 , participant meth- In mild noise conditions (SNR = 30), L2L0 NW is able to correctly assess the num-ber of fibres in 85% of voxels (SR ∠ = 85) using as few as 15 signal samples and this quality appears comparable to the best SR ∠ scores obtained in the Challenge with 345 methods using many more points (from 30 up to 257) to recover the fibre configuration. The superiority of L2L0 NW appears to be even more significant when a more noisy setting is considered. At SNR = 10, L2L0 NW using only 15 samples, shows the same quality of reconstruction, in terms of both SR ∠ andθ, as DSI using an exhaustive cartesian sampling scheme of 257 points. NN-L2 stands as the only method Daducci et al. (2014a) for a fixed SNR = 30 (top row) and SNR = 10 (bottom row). On the left, SR ∠ represents the success rate. For the sake of comparison, the number of samples used for the reconstruction is reported in parentheses next to the name of each method. On the right, the boxplot diagrams present the distribution ofθ, with the edges of each box representing the 25th and 75th percentiles, the mean and median value appear as "square" and "circle" value and the outliers are plotted as red dots.
shown that spatial regularisation appeared to be effective also in low noise regimes, while merely denoising the images did not (Daducci et al., 2014a) .
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The average mean angular error (θ) using 30 samples was 13.9
• ± 11.4
• (mean ± standard deviation over WM voxels of the whole brain volume) for L2L0, 14. we go down to 10 samples, SR ∠ decreasing to 16%±36.6% for L2L0, 18.8%±39.0%
for JAMMLSE+L2L0 and 40.6% ± 49.1% for L2L0 NW . L2L0. In addition, the fibre orientation distribution field reconstructed by L2L0 NW 7 The images have been created using the tool mrview of mrtrix. This required the FOD from L2L0 and L2L0NW to be previously converted to spherical harmonics. looks qualitatively smoother overall. As a consequence, fibre bundles are better defined through more clearly identified peaks. Plots in Figure 10 show reconstructions performed with only 4% of the original data (10 samples). In these images -corresponding to reconstructions with highly undersampled data -the above-mentioned 415 qualitative differences between the two methods are confirmed and even more easily noticeable. As discussed in section 1, these differences can have a significant impact when applying tractography methods on these fibre orientation fields.
Discussion and conclusions
In this work we have proposed a novel algorithm to recover the intra-voxel FOD 420 simultaneously for all voxels. The method leverages a spatially structured sparsity prior directly on the FOD, where the structure originates from the spatial coherence of the fibre orientation between neighbour voxels. We have made use of a reweighting scheme to enforce structured sparsity in the solution. We have shown through numerical simulations and tests on real data that this method outperforms a voxel-by-voxel 425 reconstruction method when assessing the correct number of fibres and the angular precision of their orientation. As shown in section 3, exploiting spatial information about the neighbouring directions appears essential to ensure a stronger robustness to noise and ability to go to higher undersampling regimes, leading to accurate reconstructions with only 15 samples.
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We also compare the performance of our proposed method with respect to applying first a non-local denoising procedure and subsequently perform local reconstruction.
This comparison allows us to highlight the benefits of using a spatial regularisation as in our approach as opposed to this decoupled strategy. As presented in simulations, our spatial prior on the FOD outperforms as well the empirical TV regularisation of q-435 space images proposed by Mani et al. (2014) , being able to recover the fibre orientation distribution using fewer samples. Note that spatial regularisation of the q-space images is actually complementary to our formulation and could be added as an additional prior to our method.
The regularisation presented in this paper could as well be applied in a voxel-by- 
